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INTRODUCTION/RELATED-WORK 
! Problem: “Organize Data from Website Intelligently” 

!  Can be Tables, Records, Details, Or any entry 

! Previous Work 
!  Wrapper Method 

!  Manual Startup – Supervised Algorithm – Limited Result 

!  Automatic Method 
! Set of Rules (Heuristics) – Still Limited but better than Wrapper 
! Similar Multiple Input to train – Can Learn only similar things 
! Data behind data (Details) – Not all have them 
! HTML tag tree (Same Author) – Assume contiguous data 

! Problems in all 
!  Too specific (Any change will lead to start again) 
!  Need proper training or proper data to train 
!  Have multiple assumptions  



PROPOSED SOLUTION 

! MDR-2 (Mining Data Record V2) 
!  Generate tag tree from HTML tags 

! Use Visual Aid (Via Web browsers) to generate similarities. 

!  Find similar Data Regions (Patterns) 
!  Find Data Record within in Data Regions  

! Use Tree Distance(String Distance) (edit distance) 

!  Optional :Filter if required by user 



STEP 1 : BUILDING A HTML TAG TREE 

! “ HTML Code is already kind of a tree “ 

! Visual  Aid  (Key point) 
!  (Didn’t Explain Much) 

! Data Visible as rectangle  



STEP 2 : MINING DATA REGIONS 
! Instead of directly finding data records they try 

to find data regions. 
! Idea was to group same things together  
! Similarity is because they contain same kind of 

data 
! May have more than 1 

similarity 
! Each make its own 

region 
! Visual Aid helps when  

there is a problem 



STEP 3 : IDENTIFYING DATA RECORD 

! After Data regions are identified. There may be 
multiple or single data record within a region. 

! Idea is same to find similarities within similar 
regions or within a single region. 

! Many problems in doing so only two stated 
!  Case 1 

!  Case 2 



STEP 4 : FILTERING 
! Algorithm will eventually fetch all data with any 

kind of pattern 
! Maybe all is not required. 
! Could be filtered Like in the end display only 

table data  or so … 



DATA EXTRACTION  
! Tree Matching 

!  “  

              “ “ 



DATA EXTRACTION CONT. 

! Partial Tree Alignment 
!  Similar to tree matching but it allows some non-

similar nodes 
!  As not all data items will have the same number or 

type of attributes this works better. 
!  Can be generalized to map multiple entries as one 

with some different and some similar attributes 

! Benefits 
!  Does not need any training 
!  Can match when there is some similarity 
!  Works in a iterative way and try to make a big 

structure to fit all similar small ones 



PARTIAL TREE ALIGNMENT WORKING 



EVALUATION 

! System named as DEPTA (MDR-2)  
! Data record extraction with (MDR)  

!  MDR is better than previous ones as in their previous 
paper(2003) 

! Data items/fields alignment/extraction with no 
one  
!  They say it is unique and cannot be matched. 

! Data was 49 different websites, 72 pages each 
!  Randomly selected pages 



RESULTS 



CONCLUSION 

! Web data extraction is a very important task and 
requires very advance algorithm to be atomized. 

! All previous algorithms either had a log of 
assumptions or required special training data or 
supervised training. 

! Proposed algorithm is an unsupervised algorithm 
able to extract data from even a single page 
without prior knowledge. 

! Tested with the previously proposed algorithm 
gave better results. 



THANK YOU !!!! 



DISCUSSION : Q1 OF 3 

! In the beginning the authors talked about the 
visual Aid to help make the data extraction 
better. They did not explained it much. 

! If we generally talk about it. How do you think it 
would have worked ? 



DISCUSSION : Q2 OF 3 

! They only used a single table to state their 
results. 

! They only compared first step of their new 
algorithm with their old algorithm. 

! They state reason for not testing second with 
other but no reason why not used their previous 
algorithm like the first step. 

! What do you think of their results? 



DISCUSSION : Q3 OF 3 (LAST QUESTION) 

! This paper was published in 2005. Do you think 
the idea (Fetching web content to get data ) is of 
any importance now ?  

! (As for any data contained site there is their own 
API for a better data management)  

! (Still will be better to go pass the API limit) 


